Self-service reporting for HP Project
and Portfolio Management
Part of the Westbury SMI Suite

SMI Project and Portfolio Management
(SMI PPM) is the operational reporting
solution for HP Project and Portfolio
Management (HP PPM), putting the
power of reporting about the
performance of your portfolio,
projects and processes in the hands of
the people who need the data; end
users, process owners and managers.

Self-service means that the people who need
the information can create their own reports,
quickly and easily, with no technical knowledge
required. They can simply drag and drop the
relevant data into their reports, and create
charts and graphs intuitively. Publishing and
distributing the reports automatically is a
breeze; updated reports can be automatically
delivered at regular intervals with no user
intervention needed.
Eliminate the middleman
Having a dedicated BI team or technologyneutral report writer might seem like an
efficient solution, but it adds an unnecessary
level of complexity to reporting - which in turn

increases costs and drastically slows you down,
making your process improvement initiatives
much less dynamic and able to adapt to the fast
pace of change in IT.
A specialist report writer will have to translate
your functional requirements into a set of
technical requirements, before figuring out how
to extract that data from the PPM database. If
anything is lost in translation, you won't
necessarily know until the finished report
comes back, which means rectifying the mistake
will almost be like starting over. With SMI PPM
you're not only able to create those reports
yourself, but all the data objects available to
you use the same names as you see in the HP
PPM front end.

Why SMI PPM?
SMI PPM is designed for quick, simple and
affordable deployment in companies of all sizes.
Meeting your operational reporting needs, the
solution offers:






Self- service reporting capabilities that
shield the process oriented reporting users
from the technical back end database
Preconfigured content and startup reports
to help you get exactly the functionality you
expect, accelerating time to value.
Clearly priced and scoped implementation
services - measured in just days or weeks for maximum predictability and minimum
risk

About Westbury
Founded in 1998, Westbury is a leading
provider of operational reporting solutions for
IT Organizations and represents enterprise
customers around the globe.
The company pioneered the principle of Service
Management Intelligence, which puts the
power of self-service reporting in the hands of
process owners, IT managers, decision-makers,
and those that need it most.
Its SMI Suite is an integrated ITSM reporting
platform that transforms data into meaningful
information and improves processes and
performance.
Recently the company expanded its global
footprint into Asia Pacific, in addition to the US
and EMEA. Westbury is privately held with
offices in Boston, MA and Amsterdam, The
Netherlands.
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